
Abstract

In its unifying hypothesis linking both living and non-living matter, the ayurvedic system considers humans and plants in the hierarchy of the cosmic evolution to consist of the same basic matter (panchabhootas or five elements - earth, water, air, fire, and

ether). Consciousness (satva), motion or action (rajas), and the inertia that resists them (tamas) are the three omnipresent non-material qualities (gunas), which govern the structure and function of all material forms of the basic matter. The basic matter

produces three life forces or energy known as doshas that pervade all existing matter. These three doshas - vata, pitta, and kapha - are the primary physiological forces which govern the biomotor, metabolic, and preservative (homeostasis) activities,

respectively. Their combination defines the prakriti (nature and constitution) of human beings, which is determined by genes, environment, maternal diet and lifestyle, and age of transmitting parents. A living human body and sense organs operate with

three gunas (sattva, rajas, and tamas) affecting the mind or psyche, and self consciousness (Atma) governing the entire life operation. A proper understanding of the basic principles of life provides knowledge of the basic principles of matter. Material

Science and technology is thus produced from this knowledge of internal understanding of the forces that maintain the entire universe. The knowledge thus developed leads to verifiable universal science, including material science which leads to

subsequent development technology.
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1. Vaisesika system, which derives its information from Vedas,

approaches to understand the truth in a systematic way by

classifying the material substance in to four categories: earth, air,

fire, and water. These in conjunction with non-material

substances – time, space, and ether, and a combination of material

and non-material substances – mind and self, can be

systematically utilized to explain operations of each and all

perceived and non-perceived components of the universe.

2. Philosophically, the Ayurvedic system is primarily derived from
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2. Philosophically, the Ayurvedic system is primarily derived from

Nyaya (concerned with establishing facts) and Vaisesika

(concerned with formation of substance from elements)

philosophies, but also incorporates Sankhya (concerned with

interconnectedness of the universe) philosophy.

3. The universal knowledge or science becomes limited when it is

applied to material world only, although material science can be

used to understand the universal science via unified theories and

universal Vedantic principles one manifested in all.
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1. Pranic energy as primordial energy expresses the one in many       

through the five elements, leading eventually to life.

2. Living and Non-living science has the same foundation, and thus t

he same knowledge can be approached from either.

3. Ayurveda balances tridosha (vata, pitta, and kapha) with five        

elements or panchamahabhutas by either behavioral changes, 

body/mind treatment, or with diets and herbal concoctions.

4. The drug development process in modern science involves            

structural chemistry where Ayurveda medicines are developed t

hrough functional chemistry.

5. Designing assays for functional chemistry will advance                 

development of effective Ayurvedic treatments.  

Conclusions

Schematics showing

human life consisting

of body and sense-

organs are made from

pancabhutas, which

are influenced by

tridosas (vata, pitta,

and kapha) and

trigunas (sattva, rajas,

and tamas). Atma

(consciousnesses)

pervades all to create

human life.

Ayurveda and Nanomedicine

Ayurveda resorts to qualities of the substances rather than to th
e structure. Substances  such as herbs are associated with 
taste, smell, color, and/or hardiness, which can be perceived by 

human senses.

Modern drug discovery based on the taste would have an assum
ption of equilibrium between the taste and the level of an elemen
t of the panchmahabhutas through the process of reversibilit

y. 
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